NAME:______________
            ENG3U PERSONAL ESSAY RE-WRITE


Your Task: Are we living in Orwellian Times?  Support this opinion with specific evidence from the text and from current Canadian news media in a persuasive personal essay format. 

*Orwellian does not mean the time in which he wrote the book. It means a society that is like the one that he described in terms of values.*


REMEMBER:

It is an essay that expresses your own values and attitudes. It is often emotional and opinionated. It is meant to persuade others to adopt your viewpoint. Use rhetorical devices and other storytelling strategies to engage and entertain your audience while you prove your points. 

Style and voice are very important in a personal essay. The reader should get a feel for your personality, so it is important to play with word choice, syntax, and sentence structure. You should also have a clear picture in your mind about your intended audience. Write to them. 

You need specific proof for your points. Proof should come from the novel and recent Canadian news media. It can also come your personal experiences. 

Introduction:
	Make it interesting and “catchy”.  Make me want to read your essay. HOOK.

Clearly identify your thesis (what will this essay be proving)

Body Paragraphs:
	Explain and support your viewpoints.
	Pay attention to the order in which you present your points. Make sure that you have a clear underlying organization. 
Clear organization will allow for smooth and sophisticated transions (beyond ‘first’, ‘second’, ‘third’)

Strong general points, specific / descriptive proofs, explanations that tell me how and why your proofs support your point and connect to the thesis. 
Conclusion:
	Make it forceful
	Restate your opinion & synthesize your main ideas
Include a call for action - what should the reader do now that you’ve convinced them?
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CATEGORY
< 50%
LEVEL 1
50 – 59%
LEVEL 2
60 – 69%
LEVEL 3
70 – 79%
LEVEL 4
80 – 100%
THINKING
Accuracy and relevancy of arguments (points)

Use of evidence from the text and news sources to support the arguments (proofs)

Critical analysis of ideas and connections back to thesis (explanations)



limited accuracy and relevance of arguments 

limited use of relevant proofs


analyses ideas with limited effectiveness


some accuracy and relevance of arguments

some use of relevant proofs


analyses ideas with some effectiveness


considerable accuracy and relevance of arguments 

considerable use of relevant proofs


analyses ideas with considerable effectiveness


thorough accuracy and relevance of arguments 

thorough use of relevant proofs


analyses ideas with a high degree of effectiveness

COMMUNICATION

Organization and transition of ideas (intro, body, transitions, concl.)

Personal voice engages the reader 






Use of rhetorical devices

Accurate use of conventions (grammar, spelling, etc.)



organizes and transitions ideas with limited effectiveness

limited engagement with the reader because a personal voice was used with limited effectiveness

limited use of rhetorical devices

limited use of accurate conventions


organizes and transitions ideas with some effectiveness

some engagement with the reader because a personal voice was used with some effectiveness



some use of rhetorical devices

some use of accurate conventions


organizes and transitions ideas with considerable effectiveness

considerable engagement with the reader because a personal voice was used with considerable effectiveness

considerable use of rhetorical devices

considerable use of accurate conventions


highly effective organization and transition of  ideas


reader is highly engaged reader because a personal voice was used with a high degree of effectiveness


highly effective use of rhetorical devices

highly effective use of accurate conventions
APPLICATION

Ideas show originality and thorough use of critical thinking skills

Correct use of format conventions (double-spaced, size 12 font, name, instructor and date on the first page)




limited originality and depth of ideas


applies conventions with limited effectiveness


some originality and depth of ideas


applies conventions with some effectiveness


considerable originality and depth of ideas

applies conventions with considerable effectiveness


high degree of originality and depth of ideas

applies conventions with a high degree of effectiveness



